
User Manual

Nazarat Section



1. User Login
There are three types of Users.Amin,Bench User,Central Nazar. Users will login to the system
by selecting establishment name,User Id and Password.

Click on login button to enter into user dashboard. If the user credentials are correct, user
dashboard will be displayed on  the screen.



2. Dashboard

User dashboard will show  overall application summary in numerical form as well as graphical
form.



3. Process Filing

By selecting the date from top right corner,list of cases in which court has ordered for Process
will be shown.Provision is given to change the date to be selected.Select Case No,Mark
Process Urgency,Originated by and Nature of Process.Click On Next Button.

Then Enter No of Originals and No of Copies.Select the Petitioners,Respondents to whom the
process is ordered By the Court,Mode of Delivery to Each Party. Click On Next Button.



Then enter  List of Documents and submit it.The system will generate a Filing No.

If the process is originated by Court,there is no scrutiny.Process No will also be generated at the
Time of Filing if the process is originated by the Court.

At each stage SMS,Email alert is sent to the applicant.



4. Process Scrutiny
The process is Scrutinized by Central Nazar.The process fee is automatically Calculated
by the system.Provision is there to mark the defects.If Excess fee is paid by the
applicant, it will be refunded to the party.If Defects are there, the process is returned to
the party for curing the same.





5. Process Representation
After curing the defects,the Party can represent the process.It will be further scrutinized
by the central Nazar,If it is defect free, the process will be Numbered

If the process is defect free,it will be numbered .



6. Process Registration

The process is sent to Bench section for Court Direction .

7. Bench Intimation
Amin user will intimate the process to bench user.



8. Court Direction
The bench user marks the notice/summon ordered by the Court. The bench clerk uploads the
property schedule and marks the last date of serving the process and returns to  Nazrat section



9. Process Generation
Amin of Nazarat Section selects the process Ordered By Court and Generates the Process and
sends the same to Central Nazar for approval.



10. Publish Process
Central Nazar Verifies the process generated by Amin.If any corrections are there, he will edit
the same or returns to amin for further correction.If there are no corrections, Central Nazar
Publishes the Process.

11. View/Delete Process
Central Nazar can View/Delete the Published Process



12. Process Service Details
Amin logs in to the system select the process and enters mode of delivery of each Subprocess
of a process.If the process is to be served by process server, the same is integrated with
NSTEP web portal and Mobile app.For all other mode of delivery, provision is given to enter
whether it is served or not served and reason for Service/Not served



NSTEP Web Portal
There is a State Admin,District Admin and Process Admin in NSTEP webportal .State Admin
can create district Admin of the establishments in each district.District Admin creates Process
Admins of each Establishment.Provision is there to add/Delete Each User in the Webportal.

Process Admin Consumes the process.Process admin has the privilege to allocate/deallocate
the process.Process Admin assigns the process to Bailiff/to other establishments in other
districts/Other state.

If the process is transferred to other districts/state,the process admin of that establishment will
allocate that process to the Bailiff of that court.



NSTEP Mobile App:

Process Server of the court serves the process by selecting the process allocated to him.He
captures the Photo,Signature of the Recipent to whom the process is served and the GPS
location map.When the process is served by the process server using the mobile app , process
served details are instantly available  in the NSTEP webportal and the local CIS.

When the process is served,after all originals are returned to the Central Nazir, for all the served
subprocess of the main process,process is sent as attachment in email to the recipient.

For more details : NSTEP-User manual.pdf (ecourts.gov.in)

https://ecourts.gov.in/ecourts_home/static/manuals/NSTEP-User%20manual.pdf

